YOUR MICROPAYMENT SOLUTION PARTNER

The Stroem payment system offers
instant and efficient micropayments
through an open protocol. Emphasis has
been put on consumer simplicity and
cost efficiency to make microtransactions
possible.
The Stroem protocol. The Stroem layer
adds business features to support
consumer-merchant interactions for
electronic commerce. A payment is
executed by transferring a digital form of
a promissory note, a contractual promise
to pay the owner of the note. In our
design they forge a single unit that
captures three parts of a payment: its
value, what the payment is for, and the party that is obliged to pay. By using basic cryptographic
primitives, we can create business functions such as offers, proof of order, and purchase receipts.
Efficiency comes from transaction aggregation and a risk model with irreversible transactions: a
consumer first acquires a promissory note from an issuer, then transfers it to a merchant. The consumer
has no payment liability once the merchant accepted the note as payment. The merchant trusts the
issuer rather than each consumer, but in practice the merchant only trusts the issuer indirectly. Instead
the merchant relies on its selected redeemer, a party that takes the role of providing advance payments,
discounting, and redeeming notes for different issuers.
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Scalability. We need a system that will scale to many billions of transactions per day. The Stroem
protocol was designed with the scaling requirement from start. To achieve a scalable system we provide
for transaction aggregation at several layers. The open decentralised nature of the network will create a
market characterised by competition and innovation. A general open protocol for moving monetary value
at the micro level has wide applicability:
• Articles and streaming media.
• Alternative to ad financed content of e.g. search.
• Support of non-profit services like Wikipedia where you could make a microtransaction for a search.
• Payment of tickets for public transportation.
• Gaming services.
• Various type of API services.

www.strawpay.com
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THE PLAYERS:
Merchants and service providers. With the Stroem payment system, businesses are provided with a
new efficient payment solution that can support microtransactions. The ability to make small payments
opens the market for new services. It can also work as a complementary solution and generate new
revenue for existing services. As a new payment network, merchants also have a competing solution to
the existing payment solutions on the market which will lower the total costs for payments.
Financial intermediaries. The act of issuing and redeeming notes, to facilitate payments to merchants
from consumers, represents a business opportunity for financial intermediaries. Intermediaries will earn
fees and compete on efficiency and services. We envision that existing players in the payment industry,
as well as new entities that today have a user base, will find this attractive.
Consumers. In addition to the benefits consumers get from having more options to pay for services and
premium content, in the long term consumers can benefit financially from microtransactions. Once small
efficient payments are possible, it is likely that peer-to-peer services will evolve to services which reward
participants that contribute.
KEY CHARACTERISTICS:
Fast and eﬃcient payments. The system achieves a low friction experience for consumers and a low
overhead cost for merchants. It will support a profitable business even when each transaction is a very
low amount for the consumer. From the user perspective, transactions happens instantaneously.
Flexible transport layer. The actual step of value transfer from the consumer is performed by signing
and sending a note directly to the receiver. This allows payments to be low-latency, off-line, sent over any
transport, and also adapted to special applications like vending machines, POS, and Smart Cards.
Mobile wallet. The consumer transaction steps are performed by a wallet application running on a
consumer device. This is a key point from a security and privacy perspective, but more importantly, it
allows automation in the future.
Open to service providers and innovation. The benefit of the open protocol is that it allows many
issuers and redeemers to form a network. Financial and payment intermediaries could take these roles
and provide a connection to the wider economy by providing currency exchange and credit services. The
intermediaries could be banks, mobile wallet providers, game operators, or even exchanges.
Aggregation. Aggregation is critical as it improves system efficiency. A “gross settlement” based
system, where each transaction is processed individually from payor to payee without any aggregation, is
not a viable design.
Currencies and Bitcoin. The system can accommodate any currency of choice. Stroem can also use
bitcoin for microtransactions, or for global settlements. A system for micropayments needs a base
money transfer system to settle the net flows between participants. We think bitcoin offers clear
advantages over existing banking networks and other legacy settlement systems, especially in terms of
speed, global coverage, and openness. However, when we envision billions of daily microtransactions, it
is extremely wasteful to have every node in a global consensus network witness, agree and store, every
transaction which happens in a blockchain. This is why Stroem works on the layer above a blockchain or
a national currency system.
Risk. In Stroem, an effort has been made to minimise the risks for the parties involved. The general
assumption is that each transaction is small and the consumer risk is the value of one transaction. The
merchant has counter-party risk with the redeemer and the issuer. The merchant can choose an
acceptable level of risk by redeeming payments frequently or infrequently, and paying varying fees
according to the agreement with his redeemer.
Fees. Fees will be charged by the issuer and redeemer. The rate of fees will be set on a market where
issuers and redeemers compete for consumers and merchants respectively.
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